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Introduction: Crew extravehicular activities
(EVAs) and trafficability of mobile assets on the
lunar surface can be partially to wholly impeded by
the geotechnical properties of that surface. Topographical barriers are an example, wherein slopes are
too steep for safe, controlled descents or ascents.
Such barriers can occur over a huge range of scales,
from kilometer-sized craters like North Ray crater at
the Apollo 16 landing site to multi-kilometer-scale
south polar massifs that impose elevation changes
comparable to that of Mt. Everest on Earth.
Within the Artemis exploration zone, in the immediate vicinity of the south pole, an elevation
change of ~400 m is required if crew are traversing
from potential Artemis landing site 004 to the south
pole. That value is more than double the elevation
change astronauts traverse when training at Meteor
Crater on Earth and would produce a substantial
metabolic load on crew. Elevation changes and the
slopes associated with them may also affect the energy required for mobility assets and their speed
across the surface (e.g., [1]).
The bearing capacity of the regolith is a second
geotechnical property that can affect crew traverses
and trafficability of mobile assets. Low bearing capacities may require more energy for crew and mobility assets to traverse terrain. Bearing capacities
will also affect the ease or difficulty of trenching and
coring for sample return, in situ scientific analyses,
and in situ resource utilization (ISRU) recovery and
processing technologies. Recent observations of the
Chang’E 4 Yutu-2 rover interaction with farside regolith suggests bearing capacity is greater there [2]
than that at nearside Apollo sites, implying that one
cannot assume the geotechnical properties measured
at Apollo sites can be applied to other exploration
sites around the Moon.
Methods: We previously [3] presented maps of
the Artemis exploration zone with regolith bearing
capacities estimated from boulder tracks observed
from orbit. Here we present an updated and more
detailed examination of that data in the immediate
vicinity of the south pole and potential Artemis landing site 004 on the rim of Shackleton crater and potential Artemis landing site 001 on a massif ridge
adjacent to Shackleton crater. We then use those
data to identify representative sites within that area
that can be used to test estimated bearing capacities.
Results and Discussion: Figure 1 (top) is a map
of estimated bearing capacities scaled from values

Figure 1. (top) Estimated south polar surface bearing capacity, using the Hansen approximation [3], as
a function of topography based on analyses of sunlit
regolith. The bearing capacity within PSRs (indicated in black) may deviate from the values shown here
due to the potential influence of ice, but we refer
readers to [5] for data and discussion relevant to that
point. (bottom) Areas that might feature increased
sinkage (orange and red) correspond to slopes steeper than 15° and 25°, respectively. Data scatter and
historical experience suggest variable sinkage around
those average values are likely. Topographic contour lines are in 100 m increments.
<1.9 kNm-2 (or kPa) to >13.2 kNm-2. Values of 7 to
8 kN-2 were preferred for Apollo and wheeled vehicles with ground pressures of 7 to 10 kN-2 were recommended for future missions [4].
Figure 1 suggests that bearing capacities are sufficient for exploration along the rim of Shackleton
crater and a ridge that extends from Shackleton
crater towards Henson and de Gerlache craters.
However, a major slope towards Spudis crater may
have a significantly lower bearing capacity. Also,
the walls of craters that crew would need to skirt
along the top of the ridge may also have significantly
lower bearing capacities. Figure 1 (bottom) is a
hazard assessment map of the same area that evaluates wheel sinkage as a consequence of slope. On
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inclines >25°, a VIPER-type rover would sink an
estimated ~4 cm and a Lunar Electric Rover (LER)type vehicle an estimated ~6 cm, respectively, on
average. Historically, the Lunokhod 2 rover encountered softer soils on crater walls and at the base of
slopes. Whereas wheel sinkage was normally 2 cm,
it increased to >20 cm near impact craters ([4] and
references therein). We note, too, that the Apollo 15
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) spun its wheels and
got stuck in loose soil.
To test the estimated physical property values in
Figure 1, in situ geotechnical measurements can be
included in crew EVA and/or robotic traverse sequences. Lander and footstep penetration, stability
of trench walls, cone penetrometer measurements,
and vane shear device measurements can collectively
contribute to that assessment during periods of surface activities, while crew sample regolith material
for return to Earth. To illustrate an in situ test sequence, representative test site locations that lie
within a 2-km-radial walking EVA distance of potential Artemis landing site 001 are shown in Figure
2. Location A would provide a measure of regolith
in an area with a relatively high estimated bearing
capacity. Location B represents an area with a relatively low estimated bearing capacity. Location C
represents an accessible permanently shadowed region (PSR). Location D has an estimated bearing
capacity similar to that of A, but might be a necessary secondary test site if location A appears to have
been disturbed by rocket thrust from the lander. Location E has an estimated bearing capacity similar to
that of B, but is on a nearside-facing and Earthfacing slope that should be evaluated for potential
differences.
As already noted, the properties of regolith will
affect crew EVA and the trafficability of mobile surface assets. Those properties may also affect the
recovery and extraction of volatiles from the regolith, and the manipulation of regolith for shielding
and other constructional purposes. Thus, in situ
measurements proposed for sites like those in Figure
2 would address a half-dozen of NASA’s Strategic
Knowledge Gaps (SKGs).
Cone penetrometer and vane shear measurements, when combined with analyses of boulder
tracks, would assist with
•
•
•

SKG I-D Polar Resources 3: Geotechnical characteristics of cold traps.
SKG I-D Polar Resources 4: Physiography and
accessibility of cold traps (robotic and human),
and
SKG III-C-2 Lunar surface trafficability – in
situ measurements

Figure 2. Potential locations (A – E) for in situ testing of geotechnical properties within or near a 2-km
radial walking EVA limit for crew around potential
Artemis landing site (LS) 001. The slightly >2 km
distance of location C from site 001 might suggest
the LS be shifted slightly to the right on the ridge, as
oriented here, so that location C is within a 2 km
radial distance of the lander.
Those data can also provide precursor information for addressing several other SKGs:
• SKG II-B-4 Radiation shielding effects of lunar
material.
• SKG III-A-1 Technologies for excavation of
lunar resources
• SKG III-A-2 Technologies for transporting lunar resources
• SKG III-A-3 Technologies for comminution of
lunar resources, and
• SKG III-C-1 Lunar surface trafficability –
modeling
Conclusions: Artemis crew and complimentary
robotic missions that are scheduled early in the exploration process provide an opportunity to test and
calibrate regional assessments of regolith physical
properties. Such assessments will reduce the risk
associated with future missions and potentially constrain costly requirements needed for the development of surface technologies.
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